Annual Juried Exhibition

(from front wall, to rear of gallery)

Erik Sawaya (Leiden campus)

Melissa J. Calabrese (2 prints)

Lisa Lauber, Long Way Home
Kimberly Hewitt
Laura Miller, El muchacho del tren
Laura Miller, SECOND PLACE
Sarah Rusnak
Sarah Rusnak
Sherry Jones
Emily Schmutz, Anya
Emi Hatakeyama, Abstract
Jennifer Motz, Jimmers
Jennifer Motz, Pink
Alexander Grman, hipster disaster
Caroline Philippone, Sarang, 사랑
Caroline Philippone, Lost for 4 hours, Yosemite National Park
Caroline Philippone, Swimmers, Yosemite National Park
Megan Waltemeyer
Megan Waltemeyer

Sarah Williams (Leiden campus)  BEST OF SHOW
Samantha Dittmann, John’s Shot
Samantha Dittmann, Heath’s Honor
Stewart Smith, Through the Looking-Glass
Stewart Smith, En Garde
Stewart Smith, Around the Bend
Moneerah Al-Mubarak, Muse (Geneva campus)
Lina Walz-Salvador, X2
Dorothy Blocker, Emancipation from Fear (Geneva campus)
Samantha Dittmann, Megan Sperry
Muhammad Jindhar Tamimi, Tribute #2 (Geneva campus)
Muhammad Jindhar Tamimi, In memory of Carlo Guiliani (Geneva campus)
Rebecca Clark
Rebecca Clark, Eden
Allison Knotts (Leiden campus)
(From rear of gallery)
Kelly Richardson, I'd Cut My Strings for You
Kelly Richardson, Seven Deadly Sins
Kelly Richardson, En Pointe

Ferial Sukkar, Jewel of Islam, Geneva Mosque (4 prints) (Geneva campus)

Theo R Welling, Saturation Infatuation from Carnevils series
Theo R Welling, Carnevil Workers Grief THIRD PLACE
Maureen Muich
Lanae Cobb (Leiden campus) HONORABLE MENTION
Robert Wujcik
Billy Metzger
Billy Metzger
Billy Metzger, Red Wine
Molly Hale
Emily Schmutz, Abandoned

Rebecca Anandi Smith, Faces Against Homophobia (3 prints) (Geneva campus) HONORABLE MENTION
Daniel Lopez-Paullada, Juxtaposition (Geneva campus)
Daniel Lopez-Paullada, The Aftermath (Geneva campus)
Daniel Lopez-Paullada, The Age of Prosperity (Geneva campus)
Daniel Lopez-Paullada, The Age of Change (Geneva campus)
Emily Schmutz, Submerged
Harisa Lalić, Caleb Likes Dead Flowers
Harisa Lalić
Josh Maassen
Josh Maassen, Neon Fishnets

Erik Sawaya (Leiden campus)
Allison Knotts (Leiden campus)
Ashley Lam
Sebastian Carlstrom (Leiden campus)
Kate Lawles, Body Series: Image II
Kate Lawless, Body Series: Image I
Lisa Lauber, Light it up

Kholood Eid, I wonder, arch nemesis, dost thou float?
Kholood Eid, Carosel
Kholood Eid, Fontana FIRST PLACE
Kholood Eid, Violinist

David Kovaluk, Green Light
Melissa J Calabrese
Lisa Helker, Bunches of Flowers
Gregor Molenaar (Leiden campus)
Josh Maassen, Tree of Enlightenment
Janel Irving
Maureen Muich